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TriZetto® Supplemental Mapping 
Management for Facets®  
Streamline claims-related configuration 
tasks.
To support an ever-growing number 
of specialized benefit plans, payers 
need greater precision and more ways 
to configure the claims processing 
rules and qualifiers that complex plan 
designs require.

Supplemental Mapping Management for Facets 
provides additional functionality for managing 
rules and qualifier groups—delivering faster 
and more accurate configuration changes, 
increasing administrative efficiency and optimizing 
configurations.

Supplemental Mapping Management for Facets is 
part of the Cognizant® line of TriZetto Healthcare 
Products—a portfolio of software products that 
helps healthcare organizations enhance revenue 
growth, drive administrative efficiency, improve cost 
and quality of care, and improve the member and 
patient experience.

The Supplemental  Mapping Management tool:

❙ Increases configuration and dependency 
transparency while streamlining configuration 
management tasks.

❙ Eliminates resource-intensive, error-prone 

manual editing, researching and mapping of the 
supplementals.

❙ Allows you to quickly edit, copy or reorder rules 
and base IDs.

❙ Provides a user-friendly search interface for 
researching qualifier groups and rules.

❙ Enables single-screen identification and 
mapping of rules and qualifier groups, based on 
relationship.

❙ Enables users to export any prefix along with 
their base IDs/rules/qualifier groups.

Delivering results

❙ Streamline qualifier groups and rules 
configuration changes.

❙ Reduce supplemental configuration 
time by up to 45%.

❙ Quickly view and search reusable 
qualifier groups.

❙ Load qualifier values with the tool or via 
spreadsheet.

❙ Reduce researching and editing time 
to minutes.



The mapping tool reduces modifications, edits 
and testing requirements by loading new qualifier 
groups, finding reusable qualifier groups, copying 
qualifier groups, and eliminating duplicate 
and unused groups. It also allows the entire 
supplemental map to be exported to a spreadsheet.

Gain speed and accuracy while reducing costs 
The configuration flexibility within Supplemental 
Mapping Management includes interdependencies 
and reusability of qualifier groups for rules. While 
this flexibility enables payers to create unique 
business configurations, it increases the complexity. 
With Supplemental Mapping Management, 
you can significantly reduce the amount of time 
required to research, review, analyze, load and make 
configuration changes—without the expense of 
additional staff.

Reach your objectives faster 
In addition to TriZetto Supplemental Mapping 
Management, we offer an extensive line of solutions 
and services that harnesses the power of digital 
to optimize your business. Achieve new levels of 
performance and efficiency with digital business, 
digital operations, and digital systems and 
technology capabilities from Cognizant.

For more information about how the Cognizant 
line of TriZetto Healthcare Products can help you 
enhance revenue growth, drive administrative 
efficiency, and improve cost and quality of care, call 
1-800-569-1222 or visit www.cognizant.com.
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About Cognizant 
Cognizant’s Healthcare Business Unit works with healthcare organizations to provide collaborative, innovative solutions that address the industry’s most 
pressing IT and business challenges—from rethinking new business models, to optimizing operations and enabling technology innovation. A global leader 
in healthcare, our industry-specific services and solutions support leading payers, providers and pharmacy benefit managers worldwide. For more 
information, visit www.cognizant.com/healthcare.
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